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2015 Ichthus Music Festival Without A CRSEF Presence
By Terry Ivers
CRSEF will not be attending the 2015 Ichthus Music Festival which has been held in Wilmore Kentucky, for 42 consecutive years. The
Ichthus Festival organization announced in
2012 that they would no longer be able to continue the festival. The Ichthus Music Festival
was started in 1970 by an educator and a
group of seminary students from Asbury Theological Seminary as a response to the Woodstock Music Festival held in New York in 1969.
This has been one of the largest venues that
CRSEF attends each year. With an average attendance of over 20,000 people enjoying the
camping, music and seminars that take place
over the four day event. CRSEF has had a booth
in the Exhibitor’s Tent for most of the last 10
years. Over the past 40 years or so I have attended many music festivals and outdoor concerts, my first time attending Ichthus was 2003
as a chaperon for our church youth group. Having past experience of outdoor and indoor music venues I wasn’t sure what to expect but
what I found was an atmosphere of family and
friends that genuinely seemed to care for one
another.

In 2013 the “Ichthus Music Festival” was sold to
Creation Festivals LLC, which holds two of the

Ichthus Music Festival around 1974
largest Christian music festivals in the United
States each year. There was an Ichthus event
scheduled in 2014 but due to extended school
schedules and other scheduling factors the
event did not happen. The 2015 Creation Ichthus Music Festival will be held at the Kentucky
Horse Park in Lexington, KY and will take place
July 8th through the 11th.
Continued on page 2

Simple Math or Sacred Geometry?
By Terry Ivers

are exhibited in the workmanship and structural integrity of the massive stone structure.

I pray that the last article (In The Midst Of
The Land Of Egypt) published in the April-June
We will also explore the evidence and theo2015 World By Design Newsletter was intriguries proposed by those that say the ancient
ing enough to entice some interest in The Great
Egyptians used only common mathematical
Pyramid of Giza (GPG). This month I would like
skills and simple measuring and building techto travel a different
niques that were well known
path and hopefully
over 4000 years ago.
engage a new and
different
audience.
I will attempt, again in this
We are going to exarticle, to represent both viewplore, some of the
points, my goal being to peak
evidences used to
your interest so that you might
support the theory
take some time exploring more
that the ancient Egypabout this magnificent structians were not capable
ture. I’ll pass along the sources
of planning and/or
of research I used for this article
building the Pyramids
but a simple internet search will
to such a precise locaunearth a mountain (no pun
tion and to the near
intended) of information.
Continued on page 2
perfect tolerances that
Aerial View, Giza Plateau (Shows 8 sides)
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CRSEF
Monthly Meeting
July 16th 2015
The last two videos from the very
popular ICR series “Unlocking The
Mysteries of Genesis” will be
presented.
First will be video 11 which is
“Uniqueness of Earth” and lastly the
12th and final video is called
“Science and Scripture”. The videos
are narrated by Markus Lloyd.
Bob Moak, President of CRSEF will
field questions after the videos are
shown.
Time: 7-7:45 pm
Place: North Central Public Library
Get more details and directions at
http://www.worldbydesign.org

We are very disappointed that CRSEF is unable
to attend but do to the increased costs of the
booth space and the need to purchase two
spaces so we can take Dino-Tex. Our current
budget will not allow us the opportunity to set
at the CRSEF booth and talk with people and
answer questions about new research and discoveries that support a Biblical young earth
Creation. This interaction with the attendees
gives us a perfect opportunity to share the Gospel with the hundreds if
not thousands of people
that would have passed
our booth during the
four day event. Hopefully
someone from the CRSEF
Board will attend at least
one day of this year’s
festival. This will allow
the board to start the
advanced planning so
that we do not miss this

valuable outreach opportunity in 2016.
I pray that The Lord will provide CRSEF with
the needed resources so we may take advantage
of this very important outreach opportunity.
Jesus told his disciples “The harvest is plentiful, but the laborers are few; this has never
been more true than it will be at Creation Ichthus 2015.

Ichthus Music Festival 2011 or 2012

Simple Math or Sacred Geometry?
Continued from page 1

I would like to start by giving just a sampling of what I am talking about and then I will
attempt to introduce both ideas so that you will
be able to start your exploration on even
ground. First I will list a few of the common
relationships suggesting that the ancient Egyptians were not technologically advanced enough
to accomplish the precision that is found in the
Great Pyramid.
1. The average height of land above sea
level for the earth is 5449 inches. This is also
the height of the pyramid.
2. The centers of the four sides are indented
with an extraordinary degree of precision forming the only 8 sided pyramid, this effect is not
visible from the ground or from a distance but
only from the air, and then only under the
proper lighting conditions. This phenomenon is
only detectable from the air at dawn and sunset
on the spring
and autumn
equinoxes,
when the sun
casts shadows
on the pyramid. The curvature
designed
into
the faces of
the
pyramid
Aerial View,
Giza Plateau
(Shows 8 sides)

exactly matches the radius of the earth.
3. The (GPG) is located near the center of the
land mass of the earth. The east/west parallel
that crosses the most land and the north/south
meridian that crosses the most land intersect in
two places on the earth, one in the ocean and
the other at the Great Pyramid.
4. The Golden Ratio (Phi), the squaring of a
circle (Pi) and the Theorem of Pythagoras are all
found in the
exterior and
interior designs of the
Great Pyramid.
There are
many
answers awaiting
those
that cite the
few
examDimensions of the King’s Chamber
ples listed in the
paragraph above. I would like to now put a few
of those answers before you. These ideas would
be supported by those that believe that the ancient Egyptian civilization not only had the technology needed to build the pyramids but were
able to do so using practical methods that were
readily available over 4000 years ago.
1.The ancient Egyptians were very practical
and simplistic in their methods of design while
still having a very advanced understanding of
Continued on page 6
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Is Creation Important, If So To Who?
By Terry Ivers

I was watching a television show the other
night and a pharmaceutical commercial came
on. I always watch these types of commercials
with a sense of amazement, and this one was
typical. The viewers watch a man and women in
a park enjoying their time together, while the
voiceover tells us of another miraculous drug
that is making all this joy possible. Somewhere
about a third of the way through the commercial you notice a lot of small print and a more
authoritative voice doing the voiceover only this
time they are describing the possible side effects of taking this medication. I started to
laugh out loud and my wife looked at me with a
very inquisitive stare, because it is not in my
nature to laugh, at least that is what my family
tells me, but I realized at that moment how
really self-conscience and self-absorbed we
humans are. We
will take a pill to
relieve pain in our
feet, even though
the side effects of
this
medication
can cause multiple
illnesses
and
sometimes death.
This part of the
human condition is
very sad, but it
was funny to me
because the pharmaceutical companies have to include these warnings in their commercials
which cost the companies thousands if not
millions of dollars to create and display, knowing that the public will buy the medication regardless of the side effects. It is after all our
comfort and happiness that we are concerned
with. I tell this story to emphasize that facts
really don't matter when we know what we want
the truth to be.
This must seem to be a very strange start
to an article where the question asked is about
creation. I will attempt to show that the question I am asking really has little to do with the
creation discussion at all. Creation and the age
of the earth is very important to a lot of us that
defend either side of the issue. Gallup did a
survey in 2007 (see fig 1) and then repeated
the survey in 2014. The results of the 2007 poll
shows that there were 82% of the people polled
that said they were very or somewhat familiar
with Evolution and in the same poll there were
86% of the people that were very or somewhat
familiar with Creationism. The poll taken in

2014 shows us that the 79% of the very or
somewhat familiar with Evolution numbers went
from almost even to a larger percentage of the
people polled that were very familiar with Evolution. When we compare the percentages of
those that were very or somewhat familiar with
Creationism the results show a considerable
larger percentage of the very familiar in 2007
to an even number when the poll was taken
again in 2014.
In preparing for this article I spent quite a
bit of time on the internet and anyone that has
searched the Creation/Evolution controversy,
debate, discussion or whatever you want to call
it, can attest to the infinite amount of information that is available. Some of the articles are
very informative and helpful but a large majority of them produce more confusion and contention which is not really productive. The differences in opinions about a creator, literal 24

Fig. 1

hour days, young or old and even
older creation just to name a few,
have been around since man started to communicate through use of pictures, symbols, writing, and verbal language. We can read through
many historical documents that record these
and other Biblical teachings to have been a
major stumbling block for may ancient as well
as present civilizations. You will find many people and volumes of information to help support
your opinion, which ever position you choose to
defend or promote. I don't expect a definitive
resolution to this discussion in my lifetime, if
we have dealt with this for almost 4000 years
or so of written history I expect it will continue
till the Lord sees fit to reveal the answers to
everyone leaving no doubt in everyone’s mind.
Questioning authority has always been
around; it was in the Garden of Eden in Genesis
chapter three when the serpent asked Eve "Did
Continued on page 5

CRSEF will have a booth at this
event which in the past has been
called the Mason Heritage &
Bicycle Festival. The festival
started in 1965 as the celebration
of the 150th anniversary of the
founding of the town by William
Mason. This year’s event will
take place over two days but
CRSEF will only be participating
In the Saturday events.
Saturday’s events will start with the
parade at 10:00am and continue at
the Mason Municipal Complex &
Community Center where there
will be music, games, rides, food
and family fun all day.
REO Speedwagon will take the
stage around 8:30pm followed
by a laser light show and lastly
the World Famous Rozzi’s
Fireworks display.
We will be at our booth all day even
till the last Rozzi rocket explodes.
Please come by the booth so we can
meet you personally and you can
see Dino-Tex, the HO scale
Noah’s Ark model and view the
available Young Earth Creation
literature that CRSEF freely
distributes. We really hope to
see you join us for the day.
Click picture for details on the
Friday night events, and directions.

This is the fossil table from
last year’s Heritage Day event.

Editor’s Thoughts?
Rebuilding
By Terry Ivers

An overhead look at a small part of the convention
floor at the Great Midwest Homeschool Convention ,
Duke Energy Convention Center, Cincinnati OH,
April 9th –11th 2015

Bob sharing information with one of the
many father’s that we were able to talk
with during the event.

Homestead
2012 Ichthus Music Festival
Wilmore, Kentucky

Well here we go again! I pray and trust
that the Lord has blessed everyone in some
way through the publishing of the recent
issue of the World by Design Newsletter. In
this second offering we at CRSEF pray that
all those that read this issue will continue to
learn from, enjoy reading and feel the need
to share this newsletter with their friends
and family.
The main goal of CRSEF as a group is to
glorify God and to promote scientific research concerning the biblical account of
creation, which we believe supports a young
earth, and to educate others so that their
faith in Christ may be increased. CRSEF was
once again well received by the people that
attended the 2015 Midwest Homeschool
Convention (MHC) held at the Duke Energy
Convention Center (DECC) in Cincinnati OH
on April 9th-11th 2015. This gathering always provides ample opportunities to share
the latest scientific evidences to children,
parents, teachers and other vendors as they
past by our booth. As is always the case
Dino-Tex and the HO train scale model of
Noah's Ark attracts the attention of those
that are passing by so that we can enter into
conversations and answer questions. When
we engage anyone about creation or any
other questions about our beliefs, it is always important to speak with people in love
and prayerful concern, that God may soften
their hearts and open their eyes. As the
Apostle Paul tells us in his letter to the Romans: 20For his invisible attributes,
namely, his eternal power and divine nature, have been clearly perceived, ever

since the creation of the world, in the
things that have been made. -21So they are
without excuse. For although they knew
God, they did not honor him as God or
give thanks to him, but they became futile in their thinking, and their foolish
hearts were darkened. -22 Claiming to be
wise, they became fools, 23and exchanged
the glory of the immortal God for images
resembling mortal man and birds and
animals and creeping things. (Romans
1:20-23) (ESV)
Let us remember that it is only the Gospel of Jesus Christ that has the power to
change people. It is our responsibility as
Christians to be prepared and truthfully
answer the questions that are asked of us.
We have science and evidence on our side
but only God through the revelation of the
Holy Spirit will change peoples hearts and
open their eyes to the scientific evidence
that is “clearly perceived”.
Please notice as you look through this
issue at the upcoming opportunities that
CRSEF is involved in, or sponsoring, so that
you can make plans to attend if possible. If
you are able to attend an event make sure
that you stop by the booth so that we can
meet you and thank you personally for your
interest and support. We are always interested in your feedback concerning the articles, photos or announcements printed in
the World By Design Newsletter or on the
website wbdnewsletter.weebly.com. Your
comments and /or suggestions can be sent
to me at: editor_wbdnewsletter@twc.com, I
look forward to hearing from you.
God Bless!
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Is Creation Important, If So To Who?
Continued from page 3

God actually say," and again in John 12:39-43
(ESV) 39 Therefore they could not believe. For
again Isaiah said, 40 “He has blinded their
eyes and hardened their heart, lest they see
with their eyes, and understand with their
heart, and turn and I would heal them.”
41
Isaiah said these things because he saw his
glory and spoke of him. 42 Nevertheless,
many even of the authorities believed in
him, but for fear of the Pharisees they did
not confess it, so that they would not be put
out of the synagogue; 43 for they loved the
glory that comes from man more than the
glory that comes from God. So even while
Jesus was in their presence they still did not
believe. Throughout the growth of the church
the literal translations of these doctrines were
trusted and taught until the middle of the 17th
Century when the period known as the Age of
Enlightenment (the Enlightenment or The Age
of Reason) swept through Western Europe promoting analysis, reason and individualism in
place of traditional institutions and authority.
The Scientific Period led by Sir Isaac Newton
which coincided with the Age of Enlightenment
further fueled the questioning of authority.
This period which lasted technically till the 18th Century is
arguably ongoing at the present time as evidenced by
current worldviews of today’s
culture.
Like in the first part of this
article I believe it is important
to point out that the amount
of factual evidence, theories,
hypotheses and dialog surrounding Creation could fill
more space than the sum of
all the information that was
lost in the ancient Royal Library of Alexandria. My argument is that all this information is irrelevant if one does
not have a definitive authority to guide them in these matters. Paul asked
this question in Romans 9:21: Has the potter
no right over the clay, to make out of the
same lump one vessel for honorable use and
another for dishonorable use? As Ken Ham
professed to Bill Nye during the debate in
2014, "there is a book", secularists will argue
that you can't use this piece of evidence but yet
they quote from many different secular sources
that they use as authoritative. Carl Sagan, who
was a very popular and well respected member
of the scientific community stated on many
occasions that he was not an atheist because
he did not know enough to know for sure that
there was no God, he only knew that he had no
"visible" proof either way. Strangely enough he
believed that there was extra terrestrial life and

a large portion of his life was spent promoting
SETI Project (the Search for Extraterrestrial Life).
Sagan quoted in his book Cosmos, "One glance
at it (a book) and you hear the voice of another
person, perhaps someone dead for thousands
of years. Across the millennia, the author is
speaking, clearly and silently, inside your head,
directly to you. Writing is perhaps the greatest
of human inventions, binding together people,
citizens of distant epochs, who never knew one
another. Books break the shackles of time." I
guess Carl only feels this way about “some”
books. The Lord through his prophet said: You
turn things upside down! Shall the potter be
regarded as the clay, that the thing made
should say of it's maker, "He did not make
me"; or the thing formed say of him who
formed it, "He has no understanding"?
Isaiah 29:16 (ESV) This is why Carl and so
many others like him can’t look at a night sky
or a sunrise and see God's supernatural work
all around them. This is why I say whether we
except the evidence and supposed facts or not,
it is completely irrelevant to the Creation discussion.

CRSEF
Monthly Meetings
January thru July 2015
The June and July meetings
will include the viewing of
last four DVD’s from the
Unlocking The Mysteries of
Genesis
Twelve DVD’s
series. The meetings will
begin at 7:00pm, and after
the second DVD there will
be a 15 minute Q&A period.
We invite everyone to come
and view this new and exciting video series produced
and distributed by Institute
for Creation
Research .

Fig. 2

The next aspect I want to address is the
hardest for me to accept and also the most
puzzling to me. According to an article and
survey published in December of 2010 on the
www.gallup.com website, (fig. 2), around 85%
of Americans have some kind of religious identity, which accounts for the survey showing that
8 in 10 Americans believe that human origins
were processes that involves God.
The bewildering part of the survey is that 4 in
10 believe that it was through an evolutionary
process that was guided by God. I can
Continued on page 7
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You may visit www.icr.org
for more information and a
preview video or to purchase
your own copy of the series.
Please visit the CRSEF
Website, worldbydesign.org
for information on the titles
being shown and the location of each meeting.

Simple Math or Sacred Geometry?
Continued from page 2

mathematics as revealed in the Rhind Mathematical Papyrus.
2. The Rhind Mathematical Papyrus (circa
1650 B.C.) shows that the ancient Egyptians
measured slopes without knowing angles or
degrees using units called the seked. Seked
was the ancient Egyptian unit of measurement
that was used to determine lateral elevation
changes.

Ben, Hannah and a few
of the members of Family
Force Five pose with DinoTex. at Ichthus 2012

The Great Pyramid of
Giza also known as
the Pyramid of Khufu
to the Egyptians and
the Pyramid of
Cheops to the Greeks
is a mathematician's
delight, exhibiting an
almost unlimited
amount of geometric
calculations and
ratios.

Temples of Gizeh" in 1883. Petrie was very meticulous in his surveying abilities and his measurements are considered to be the among the
most accurate.

The units of measure must be determined
before any of the calculating can begin, so we
will discuss the Royal Cubit (RC) and the Pyramid Inch (P")first. The RC is taken to be
20.6066 P" and the P" is equal to 1.0011 British
3. The Egyptians did not use Pi in the deInches. The RC is not a whole number due to its
sign of the Great Pyramid necessarily because
calculation being derived from the square root
it is a natural property of any typical pyramid
of π and the number of days in a year, this
or cone shape to yield a number close to 3
leaves a trailing decimal. These calculations of
when the slope angle is around 50 degrees.
the RC and P" will be different when referring to
4. The Cairo Museum has displays of simple
multiple references, but when you multiply
measuring devices that could have been used
20.6066 by 1.0011 this gives you 20.6293
to square, level and plumb during the planning
British Inches (B") which compares well with Sir
and the construction of the Great Pyramid. As
Isaac Newton's 20.63 B" and Petrie's 20.634 B".
well as Dolerite stones
Also when using these calculations you
which were found on the
will end up with whole numbers when
Giza Plateau and the
working with dimensions in the King's
quarries where the stones
Chamber inferring credibility to these
came from. Archeologists
numbers. The "pyramid inch" is a term
tell us that these were
that was first proposed by John Greaves
used to cut and shape
in 1638, this idea was later confirmed by
the granite blocks from
John Taylor in the early 1800's when he
the Aswan Quarry where
named the unit of measure the "pyramid
they were transported up
inch" which he thought had been earlier
the Nile River to the pyracalculated as 1/25 of a "sacred cubit" by
mid site.
Sir Isaac Newton. The term "pyramid inch"
became better known after Astronomer
Royal of Scotland Charles Piazzi Smyth
published "Our Inheritance in the Great
Take A Number Please
Pyramid” in 1877. Egyptologist William
Flinders Petrie went to Egypt to confirm
The (GPG) also known as
Smyth's calculations only to find the pyrathe Pyramid of Khufu to
mid measurements several feet shorter.
the Egyptians and the
Petrie was so disappointed by the findings
Pyramid of Cheops to the
that he abandoned Smyth's theories, writGreeks is a mathematiing there is no authentic example, that will
cian's delight, exhibiting
Ancient Egyptian Measuring Tools
bear examination, of the use or existence of
an almost unlimited amount
any such measure as a "Pyramid Inch" or of a
of geometric calculations and ratios. To begin
cubit of 25.025 British Inches. With that inforwith it is important to understand some of the
mation in hand let's continue.
terms that are used when discussing the geometry of the pyramid. W.M. Flinders Petrie
began surveys and excavations at The (GPG) in
Continued on page 8
1880 and then published his findings by the
Royal society in his book "The Pyramids and
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Is Creation Important, If So To Who?
Continued from page 5

understand the difference between nonChristian religions but as for professing
Bible believing "born again" Christians I'm
confused.

everything in it, being Lord of heaven and
earth, does not live in temples made by
man, 25 nor is he served by human hands,
as though he needed anything, since he
himself gives to all mankind life breath
and everything. Acts 17:24-25 We have
already shown above in John 12:43 why
some people never see the truth, but if you
have a hard time excepting the first sentence in Genesis literally, you will probably
have a very hard time finding faith to believe any of the other foundational truths of
the Gospel.

43

for

the

they

loved

glory

that

comes from man
more

than

the

glory that comes
from God.

John 12: 43 (ESV)
Fig. 3

In a poll taken in 2013 by the Pew Research Center among 1983 adults 18 years
of age or older living in all 50 states and the
District of Columbia, (fig.3) they found that
there is great diversity among the different
ethnic and Christian and Catholic religious
groups.
The same poll produced the results shown
in (fig.4) please notice that the two questions both refer to an evolutionary process.
Could it be that the church is confused for
the same reason that the secular world is on
the Creation/ Evolution Issue?
In the beginning, God created
the heavens and the earth. Genesis 1:1. If
you were God, how would you begin to instruct your creation? I don’t believe that God
could have stated His Mission Statement any
more precise than what is written in the first
sentence of the Holy Bible. God challenges"
created" human beings, "created" in the
image of God, to trust Him because He
“chose” to create us for His glory. Some
people get tripped up by the word
“beginning”, others have a problem with
“God “, and then there are the people that
stumble over “heavens” and “earth” or cosmos if you like. It seems to me that besides
“God”, the word “created” would have to be
the next weightiest word in the opening
sentence of the most scrutinized and examined book in the history of the world. It appears to me that our Creator wanted to
make sure we understood when, who, how
and where! It also appears that God through
the Holy Spirit made sure that this foundational truth was as straight forward, simple
and commanding as it needed to be. Paul
addressed this issue while in Athens this
way: 24 The God who made the world and

Fig. 4

In closing I
am certain that I
have not said anything that we have not all
heard before. I write these things only to
cause all of us to ask God through the Holy
Spirit to refresh and renew our minds and
hearts through prayer and time spent devoted to studying what is written for us in
Scripture which is the key to an abundant
life now and for eternity.
Resources
1. Goodreads Website
https://www.goodreads.com/work/
quotes/3237312-cosmos
Cosmos quotes by Carl Sagan
2. Figures 1 & 2
Four in 10 Americans Believe in Strict Creationism
http://www.gallup.com/
http://www.gallup.com/poll/145286/FourAmericans-Believe-Strict-Creationism.aspx
December 17, 2010
by Frank Newport
4. Figures 3 & 4
Pew Research Center
Public’s Views on Human Evolution
December 30, 2013
http://www.pewforum.org/2013/12/30/publicsviews-on-human-evolution/
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Simple Math or Sacred Geometry?
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The most obvious feature of the (GPG) is the
massive size of the structure. The 13 acre base
is equivalent to an average of seven downtown
Manhattan city blocks. Which if you use the
estimated weight of the pyramid and multiply
that by 10^8 it will give a reasonable estimate
of the earth's mass.
When each of the pyramid’s four sides is
measured in a straight line you come up with
9131 inches per side giving you 36,524 inches
for the total base perimeter. If you look carefully at the sum of the four sides and move the
decimal two places to the left you have 365.24
which is the exact number of days in a year.

The (GPG) is the only pyramid built with
chambers and passageways above ground.
The descending passageway from the door in
the north face of the pyramid continues downward at an angle of 26 degrees 18 minutes
9.63 seconds to the base line. The descending
passage is 344.3 ft. long, 3.94 ft. height, 3.4
ft. width and deviates from being straight by
less than a .25 inch. If that is not amazing
enough, lets carry a line continuing on the
same angle as the passage (26 degrees 18 minutes 9.36 seconds) and it will continue straight
through Bethlehem where Jesus was born. fascinating but it also crosses the Red Sea at the
point where it is believed that Moses led the
Israelites across during the Exodus.

The descending
passage is 344.3
ft. long, 3.94 ft.
height, 3.4 ft.
width and
The Descending Passageway

deviates from
being straight by
less than a .25
inch.

Let Us Be Practical
There are many archeologists, scientists as
well as engineers that point out that the few
examples I have listed and most of the amazing “facts” that have been associated with the
Great Pyramid of Giza are due to the

A perspective view to show the immense size of the Great Pyramid

inconstancy of the measurements that are
used. Due to the age and deterioration of the
structure itself, “exact” measurements are not
available. Egyptologists say that approximating
and rounding of the numbers leads to manipulation of the numbers to satisfy the results.
Many of those that believe the pyramid was
built by the Egyptians use very convincing arguments to support their findings, let’s explore
just a couple of them.
Professor D.K. Hitchins is a retired British
systems engineer and taught engineering management, in command & control and in systems
science at Cranfield University at Cranfield,
Bedfordshire, England. He has written books on
engineering and Egyptology, “The Pyramid

Handbook” and “The Secret Diaries
of Hemiunu” both first published in 2003 and
Builder's

revised in 2010. Hitchins currently manages a
website called “Prof’s Ancient Egypt" which contains many excerpts from his books. I found a
treasure chest of information with great photos, maps, diagrams and computer animations,
which Hitchins uses to make a very convincing
argument to support his theories. Most if not
all of the "myths", as Hitchins refers to them,
are well explained and precise, as well as easy
to read and understand. Hitchins is far from
alone in his thinking. The Rhind Mathematical
Papyrus was reportedly found during illegal
excavations and was purchased in 1858 by
Alexander Henry Rhind and then given to the
British Museum 1864 by the Rhind estate. It is
thought to be the world's oldest mathematics
book. Ahmose an Egyptian scribe and mathematician wrote the document around 1650 BC,
and writes that the papyrus is giving " Accurate
reckoning for inquiring into things, and the
knowledge of all things, mysteries...all secrets".
Continued on page 9

FAIR USE NOTICE: This page may contain copyrighted material the use of which has not been specifically authorized by the copyright owner. This website distributes this material without profit to those
who have expressed a prior interest in receiving the included information for research and educational purposes. We believe this constitutes a fair use of any such copyrighted material as provided for in 17
U.S.C § 107.

Simple Math or Sacred Geometry?
Continued from page 8

This document gives proof that the early Egyptian culture had great mathematical skills.
Egyptologist and archeologists have discovered tombs and worksites over the past two decades that they believe were used to house the
workers of the pyramids, located a short distance from (GPG). This has given further support
for the Egyptians that always sought to prove
that it was Egyptians who built the pyramids not
slave labor. Excavations in the area continue but
so far there has been discoveries of bakeries and
living quarters and most of the necessities that
would be needed to support a project of this
magnitude. It is also being reported that recovery of well preserved bodies from the burial
vaults show Egyptian bone structures.
I suspect there have been many in the past
even before the time of Herodotus in the Fifth
Century BC that have asked and debated these
same questions. The Great Pyramid of Giza has
been standing for over 4000 years, and if the
Lord will tarry it will probably stand another
4000. Once again as I close, these are all man's
ideas and therefore are fallible, I am only interested in the mystery because it is history and the
sense of discovery is endless. So God willing
next time we will follow the descending passageway down into the Great Pyramid where even
more mystery and unanswered questions await.

Resources
"Mathematics and the great Pyramid"
http://www.theglobaleducationproject.org/egypt/
studyguide/gpmath.php
The Global Education Project | Box 241 Mansons Landing, BC, Canada V0P 1K0 | 250-935-6407
Mark H. Lane

The Great
Pyramid of Giza
has been standing

www.biblenumbersforlife.com

Ancient World Mysteries
Keith M. Hunter
http://www.ancient-world-mysteries.com/great-pyramidof-giza.html
25 Facts about the Great Pyramid of Giza
Ivan Petricevic
http://www.ancient-code.com/25-facts-about-the-greatpyramid-of-giza/
WHO BUILT THE GREAT PYRAMID?
John Zajac
http://www.europa.com/~edge/pyramid.html

for over 4000
years, and if the
Lord will tarry it
will probably
stand another
4000.

Michael’s Metaphysical and Science Website
Arcane, Ancient and Modern Wisdom
"Dimensions of the Giza pyramid"
http://www.numberscience.me.uk/Giza.html
Crystalinks Metaphysics and Science Website
Ellie Crystal
http://www.crystalinks.com
"Prof's Ancient Egypt"
http://egypt.hitchins.net/
Derek K. Hitchins
· 2003. The Pyramid Builder's Handbook
· 2003. The Secret Diaries of Hemiunu

CRSEF
Monthly Meetings
July 16th 2015
7-7:45pm @
North Central Public Library
August 20th 2015
7-7:45pm @
North Central Public Library
September 17th 2015
7-7:45pm @
North Central Public Library
October 15th 2015
7-7:45pm @
North Central Public Library
November 19th 2015
7:30-8:30pm @
North Central Public Library
December 17th 2015
No Monthly Meeting
Merry Christmas!

The Interior Passage System of the Great Pyramid is the
only pyramid with a passages above ground.

For more information &
directions to the library.
www.worldbydesign.org

The WORLD BY DESIGN Newsletter is being emailed to you because at some time you have asked us to send you a copy of the newsletter. We hope that
you will enjoy reading and staying informed about CRSEF’s ministry to introduce and educate people about Young Earth Creation. If you would like to
subscribe to the newsletter email us at subscribe_wbdnewsletter@twc.com. If you would like to be removed from our mailing list please send an email to us
at unsubscribe_wbdnewsletter@twc.com.

Would You Please Help The Ministry Of
Creation Research, Science Education Foundation?
The CRSEF Board voted to first pay our fixed annual expenses, and then we voted to sponsor the programs indicated below. However, as you can see from the tables below, CRSEF has a shortfall of $171.55, (which is the difference between what we currently
have available $808.14 and the $979.69 Total Estimated Expenses for the remainder of 2015).
CRSEF believes God will provide, if these programs will somehow give the glory to Him. We are praying for support from our
members and friends to donate toward this shortfall amount, so CRSEF can serve the Lord by offering the programs indicated below
in 2015.
Cost estimates for programs CRSEF Board voted to do in 2015:

Cost

Vote

Event Description

$300.00

Yes
Funded

Mason Bicentennial Birthday Party - Saturday, September 19, 2015. This will
be the 17th consecutive year for CRSEF at this event, (For clarification this event
was previously known as the Heritage Day & Bicycle Festival). In 2015 Mason,
Ohio is celebrating 200 years of existence; see the following website for more information about this celebration! http://www.imaginemason.org/things-to-do/
bicentennial.cfm

$300.00

Total Cost Estimate of sponsored programs for the remainder of 2015

Fixed Annual Costs – Not included in the program costs above:

Est. Cost

Next Due

Description of the expense.

$500.00

07/29/2015

Indemnity insurance to cover up to $1,000,000, if anyone is injured at a
CRSEF event. CRSEF has had this insurance for several years.

$9.81

09/30/2015

GoDaddy .Domain Name Renewal - 1 Year “worldbydesign.org”

$107.88

10/01/2015

GoDaddy Hosting - Classic Deluxe Windows Renewal - 1 year

$62.00

11/30/2015

Post Office Box renewal fee of $62.00 for the CRSEF PO Box

$679.69

Total of the annual costs for 2015

Total estimated costs of ALL expenses for CRSEF in 2015:

$300.00

Total Cost Estimate of sponsored programs remaining in 2015

$679.69

Total of the annual fixed costs

$979.69

Total Estimated Expenses for the remainder of 2015

CRSEF could not sponsor two events as the funds were not available at that time:

$589.00

Yes not
funded

North American Christian Convention (NACC) This year the title is “We
Speak”, and it will be held from Tuesday, June 23 – Friday, June 26, 2015 in Cincinnati, OH at the Duke-Energy Convention Center.

$726.50

Yes not
funded

Ichthus Music Festival will be held in Lexington, KY from Wednesday, July 8 –
Saturday, July 11, 2015, at the world-renowned Kentucky Horse Park.

MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION and/or DONATION FORM
Membership Application Form for 2015:
Yes, I want to become a member of CRSEF to help promote the foundational message of biblical and scientific
creationism. Included is my fee of $ __________ for the type of membership that I have checked below. Be sure to
record your name and address on the bottom of this form.

□ Individual Membership ----$20 Yearly membership for one individual
□ Family Membership ------- $40 Yearly membership for immediate family living together
□ Student Membership --------$15 Yearly membership for students of any age
□ Senior Membership ----------$15 Yearly membership for those 60 years or older
Donation Form:
I would like donate $------------ to CRSEF so they can sponsor events and give away creation related materials,
as CRSEF sees fit!
Total amount of contribution to CRSEF $------------------ (Membership fee + Donation)

Please enter your contact information, so CRSEF can contact you, if needed. This information will NOT
be shared with any other organization or individual. It will only be used by CRSEF to share important
information with you, as you have indicated to CRSEF!
Name: ------------------------------------------- Email: ---------------------------- Phone: -----------------------------Address: ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Please Print
Mail To: CRSEF, PO Box 40226, Cincinnati, OH 45240-0226
Please make checks payable to CRSEF.
It is the policy of the Internal Revenue Service that all donations to a tax-exempt organization are the sole property of that organization. However, it is the policy of
Creation Research, Science Education Foundation to apply all donations given toward a specific program to that program. In the event we receive more – or less contributions than can wisely be used toward the specified program, CRSEF will use those funds to meet other pressing needs that support the vision of CRSEF.
CRSEF is a 501(c) (3) non-profit organization and gifts are tax deductible to the fullest extent allowed by law.

This form may be downloaded in pdf form (below) then printed, completed and mailed.
You may also visit the World By Design Website at
http:www.worldbydesign.org,
click on the “Donate” page to pay with PayPal or a credit card.

membership_application_and_donation_form_print.pdf

Download File
If you need to download a free copy of Adobe Reader please click on the icon below.

